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The topic of this series of publications is cloth 

mending and the importance of sustainability 

in regards to fashion. The publications are for 

people between 15 and 30 who like crafts and 

clothing but also care about the environment 

or saving money. The goal is to diminish the 

idea of “disposable “clothing and also give 

increased importance to “old” things which 

can still be worn or used.

Each booklet focuses on a common article of 

clothing, that way the user knows exactly which 

book will be most helpful for a project. Each 

book is divided into three sections: an arti-

cle, a tutorial, and extra tips and tricks at the 

very end. The sections are fairly small to make 

mending seem less intimidating, but they still 

provide enough information.

The booklets are printed on a Risograph and 

will feature simple illustrations to show the 

techniques. The overall style is clean greys that 

Statement of Intent

represent “perfect” objects and small details of 

color to bring attention to the charm of visible 

imperfections. Geometric slab-serifs are used 

for the type because the serifs resemble the 

commonly-used running stitch and the grid-like 

structure of techniques suchas darning. 

The booklets are saddle-stitched and small 

enough to be slipped into a simple sewing kit 

or given to a friend once the user knows the 

process. The materials include different thread 

for stitching each booklet, thick paper for the 

covers and textured interior pages.
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Research I

For this project, I began by considering subjects  

that are useful but not necessarily full of depth.  

I started by considering things that might be  

practical in my own life and working from there. 

 

I also looked at other publications to see how  

information was organized and presented to  

their audiences.

pinterest.com/amarah_w/artc4316-project-3/
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Thumbnails
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Thumbnails
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Thumbnails
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Research II

The topic I decided to move forward with was mend-

ing. Rather than just providing small, quick tutorials, I 

wanted to add other information that might be useful 

or people a reason to mend clothes to begin with. I 

looked at articles about fast fashion and sustainabil-

ity and condensed the information in a way that was 

applicable to my target audience.

cbsnews.com

cnn.com

forbes.com
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Research II

Of course, I also had to find information about  

the techniques that would be taught in my books  

to make sure my own methods were “correct” so that 

readers could find more information about them if 

they needed to. This also inspired my type decisions 

and helped inform the overall tone and direction the 

books would go in. By looking at mending broadly, I 

could narrow down my focus  

while also leaving room for potential additions  

to the series.

pinterest.com/amarah_w/artc4316-project-3/
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Spread Roughs

For my spread roughs, I wanted to find interesting 

ways to integrate the book form with the content. 

Since I planned on doing a saddle-stitch book, it was 

easy to integrate actual stitching.

For the size, I used my own sewing kit as a gener-

al starting point and made the books small enough 

for that, but not too small so that information would 

have to be crammed together.

I also wanted the book to be a slightly wider format 

than usual so that it would be easier to hold the book 

open while following the guides.
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Spread Roughs

Since the book would need to be kept short in  

terms of pages, I explored ways I could arrange  

the content. I wanted to keep the book pretty 

straightforward. Try to fit double-columns and heavy 

imagery into a relatively small book felt  

too congested, so I gravitated towards more  

simple layouts.
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Spread Roughs

I ended up using this rough to inform the design 

decisions for the rest of the sections and spreads. 

While there is a lot of information contained in  

relatively few pages, the empty spaces around most 

elements made the book more inviting and easy to 

read.
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Type Tests

HighBall Medium 48/48

Memphis LT Std Light 10/13

Memphis LT Std Medium16/16

Fast fashion is a business model in which 
clothing companies produce clothing according 
to trends rather than seasons. Consumers 
discard the clothing once the item is no longer 
trendy, and the company produces more cloth-
ing quickly and cheaply to keep up with new 
trends and the buying habits of their consumers. 

Fast fashion is a business model in which 
clothing companies produce clothing accord-
ing to trends rather than seasons. Consumers 
discard the clothing once the item is no 
longer trendy, and the company produces 
more clothing quickly and cheaply to keep up 
with new trends and the buying habits of 
their consumers. 

HighBall Medium 48/48

HighBall Medium 24/24

Century 11/14.5

Subheading subhead.

Fast fashion is a business model in which 
clothing companies produce clothing accord-
ing to trends rather than seasons. Consum-
ers discard the clothing once the item is no 
longer trendy, and the company produces 
more clothing quickly and cheaply to keep 
up with new trends and the buying habits 
of their consumers. 

Sustainability is 
fashionable. 

Tanja Roman 40/40

HighBall Medium 48/48

HighBall Medium 24/24

Adobe Caslon Pro 18/18

Adobe Caslon Pro 10/13.5Fast fashion is a business model in which 
clothing companies produce clothing 
according to trends rather than seasons. 
Consumers discard the clothing once the 
item is no longer trendy, and the company 
produces more clothing quickly and 
cheaply to keep up with new trends and 
the buying habits of their consumers. 

Sustainability is 
fashionable. 

Adobe Caslon Pro 18/18

Jules Text Book Swashes 24/24

Adobe Caslon Pro 8/11Fast fashion is a business model in which clothing 
companies produce clothing according to trends 
rather than seasons. Consumers discard the clothing 
once the item is no longer trendy, and the company 
produces more clothing quickly and cheaply to keep 
up with new trends and the buying habits of their 
consumers. 

Memphis LT Std Light 9/13Fast fashion is a business model in which clothing 
companies produce clothing according to trends 
rather than seasons. Consumers discard the clothing 
once the item is no longer trendy, and the company 
produces more clothing quickly and cheaply to keep 
up with new trends and the buying habits of their 
consumers. 

The most difficult aspect of choosing a typeface was 

one that both suited the content but worked in small-

er point sizes. Tanja Roman was considered the best 

fit at the beginning due to the immediate connection 

with sewing, but it was hard to see the dots at smaller 

point sizes. High Ball was chosen as the display type-

face in the end due to how well it worked with the 

illustrations.
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Paper and Print Test
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For this set of covers, I wanted to use bright and fun 

colors and pair them with the particular article of 

clothing each book addressed. The dots on the front 

cover would be cut out, as the books were also going 

to include colored end pages.

Cover Roughs I

RE-SEW
mending with darning 1

RE-SEW2mending with sashiko

RE-SEW3mending with embroidery
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This second set of covers is more abstract. I also 

wanted to use colors that matched better with the 

inks available to print with on the Risograph printer. 

The designs on the back are also used in the  

interiors of the books.

Cover Roughs I

Re-Sew
�xing fashion with darning

1

Re-Sew2
�xing fashion with sashiko

Re-Sew3
�xing fashion with embroidery
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When revising the cover roughs I combined certain 

aspects of both, such as the pattern motif with large 

numbers. The typeface used in the title was also set 

to High Ball to match the interior.

Cover Roughs II

2Re-Sew

Sashiko
�xing fashion with

3Re-Sew

Embroidery
�xing fashion with

1Re-Sew

Darning
�xing fashion with
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